13 December 2021

Dear Parent/Carer
I hope you and your family are well.
As you are aware your child has recently completed their first set of mocks and will
be receiving their results, including their predicted grades in the first week back after
Christmas. We are incredibly proud of the way they approached these exams,
making use of the study hub and revision materials provided to them. The grades
and feedback they will receive from their teachers will support them with targeted
revision for their Summer GCSE’s. These GCSE exams will be a defining point for
your child’s future, and we want to ensure that they have every possible opportunity
to do their absolute best.
With this in mind, we have put in place several events to support your child in their
upcoming GCSE’s. Please see below for details of each strategy:
Strive for Success Evening
Date:
Time:
Who should attend?
Details:

Thursday 6 January 2022
6pm-7.30pm at the Bulwell Academy
Parent(s)/Carer(s) and student
The evening will provide valuable information on the different
strategies we are putting in place to support your child in
their upcoming GCSE’s and how we can work together to
ensure they achieve their best.
A hot dinner will be served at the end.

Year 11 Parents Evening
Date:
Time:
Who should attend?
Details:

Thursday 13 January 2022
4pm-7pm at the Bulwell Academy
Parent(s)/Carer(s) and student
The aim of parents evening is to discuss your child’s
academic performance and progress with each of their
teachers. You and your child will leave with clear action
steps on what they need to do to improve for their next set
of mocks for each subject.

Period 6 Master Classes
Date:
Time:
Who should attend?
Details:

This will commence from Monday 10 January 2022 and will
take place every week
3pm-4pm at the Bulwell Academy
All Year 11 Students
We have built a robust after school intervention provision
(Period 6 Master Classes) that rapidly builds a Growth Mindset for all students and ensures that they develop
independent skills so that they are exam ready. These
interventions have been designed based on their mock
results to specifically target key areas that students need to
master in order to excel in their GCSEs.
Please see below for a schedule of the master classes:
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Option Subjects
English
Science
Maths

As always, The Bulwell Academy expects a high standard of
behaviour and responsibility during these sessions. Please
support your child in maintaining a positive attitude, and
encourage maximum attendance, which will provide your
child with the best opportunity to do well.

Thank you for your continued support.
Yours sincerely

Ms S Senthilkumar
Assistant Principal for Assessment and Raising Standards
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